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INTRODUCTION
Today, as well as in past generations, there is a
weakness in the human race. It is noticeably evident in
the individual, in the Church and in society. It is this
weakness, immorality, ignorance, lack of brotherhood and
religious indifference which threatens the stability of
the world.
There are several physical diseases today for
which no cure has been discovered. It is comforting to
know that this is not true of the mental and spiritual
malady which is so contagious among peoples. There is
a counteractive and it is revealed in the words of the
Apostle Paul in Phil. 2:5, "Have this mind in you, which
was also in Christ Jesus.1I
With this need and remedy in view, there arises
the question, IIHowis the mind of Christ to be trans-
ferred to the mind of men, women and children?"
The basiC unit of society is the home. It was
God's first institution on earth. It is in the home
that individual, human life begins, and it is there that
."
the person is most influenced during the years of
greatest responsiveness and modifiability.
lphil. 2:5
iv
When Jesus left he told His followers that they
should go into all the world, make disciples of all the
people, and teach them all that He had commanded. Thus
it became the responsibility of the Church to develop a
progra.m of evangelism and education.
It is the conviction of the writer that the world
needs "the Way of Life," and that Jesus Christ is that Way;1
that the home is basic to society, and that the Church is
the society whereby the Gospel is to be preached. Because
of these convictions and the knowledge that the home is
not centered around Christ, and that the Church has not
yet realized its responsibility in providing more aid and
leadership for family education, this paper has been
inspired.
The purpose of it is to show the opportunity and
the responsibility of the Church in providing a program
of Christian education which will be helpful to the
family, and to point the way in which the Church can
administer such a program. Also, to show further, the
relationship which exists between the home and the Church
as they work together in the building of God's Kingdom,
and the benefits to be derived for the enrichment and
strengthening of both institutions.
lActs 4:12
v
CHAPTER I
THE FAMILY
The family may be defined as: "A group oomprising
immediate kindred; especially the group formed of
parents and ohi1dren oonstituting th~ fundamental
sooia1 unit in oivi1ized sooieties."l
The faot that God p1aoed His own Son in a home shows
that the family is of utmost importance. Its place in the
world as a baat c institution is without dispute.
SOCiety is founded upon the family unit. There was
no SOCiety until God established the home; until He created
male and female and told them they were to replenish the
earth. When God saw that the sooia1 order of the world had
become oorrupt, He destroyed it with a flood. He found it
neoessary to save the family of Noah in order to preserve
enough of society with whioh to start anew. Later the society
formed by the Hebrew people grew out of the family of Abraham
and Sarah~ and through the families of the twelve sons of
Jaoob. Journeying down to more modern times one may take
into aooount the faot that the primary basis for the great
Amerioan society was the families of the Pilgrim Fathers.
The family has a definite plaoe religiously.
The White House Conference on ohildren in a
Demooraoy (1940) emphasized the faot that 'in religion
1WD, Webster's New International Dictionary, 2 ed.
1
2as in general education the family is the oldest and most
fundamental institution,.l
Adam and Eve, the first family, bear testimony to the
truth of this statement in that they had companionship with
God and knew His will. Their sons, Cain and Abel, are said
to have offered sacrifices in worship.
The Ohristian Church is indispensable in any society,
but it must have the cooperation of the families if the work
of the Kingdom is to be done most effectively. The enlist-
ing of present and future strength for the Church, the
attainment of a world brotherhood, and the building of a
generation of young Christians must have its foundation in
the home. If the home does not furnish the material, there
will be none, and the attitude which the home takes will
determine the hope or despair of the Church and society in
general. It is said that "the difference between a retreat-
ing and a triumphant Christianity is a Christianized home."2
Working with the Church it can bring into being the
new spiritual order which Jesus ushered into a dark world.
When He desired to make known the Way He used family life
as the pattern. Love was to be the goal and the power behind
it all. Thus, individual families have their divinely
lInternational Oouncil of Religious Education
(Ohicago), Federal Council of the Churches of Christ, United
Oouncil of Christian Women, Christian Family Week (New York:
" d II) 1n.. ,p. •
2"Christian Home" (Unpublil.shed,notes from Minn-
Ia-Dak Oonference, Worthington, Minn., 1936).
3appointed place in seeing that God's reign on earth is the
dominating force.
Of all institutions the home has the greatest advan-
tage for teaching Ohristianity. It has the child first, and
before any other teacher or influence can get hold of him
the child's life can be filled with experiences, attitudes,
meanings and memories which give him a strong foundation with
which to face the larger world. The home also has the small
child most. Only 20 per cent of his time is spent in school
and I per cent of it in the Ohurch school.l
The needs of the family, physically and sPiritually,
are legion. Fundamentally its physical needs are the same
as God meant them to be in the day that he created the home.
BiOlogically, there is the need for reproduction, and God's
plan for replenishing the earth is fulfilled. The coming of
Children presents the problem concerning the size of the
family; is the family to be large or small. This question
cannot be answered with a "yes" or a "no" for varying con-
ditions 'lend their influence as to what the answer should be.
It is something which should be worked out between the home-
builders and God. However, it is evident that in many cases
there is a need for more children; in others, a need for
fewer; and in still others, a need for at least one child.
The GOdly horne, if it is financially able, would do well to
IOf. Harry O. Munro, Parents are Teachers, Lucius
H. Bugbee (general ed.), reprinted from the Adult Student,
Copyright, 1940 by Whitmore and Smith (New York: Abingdon_OOkesbury Press, "n.d."), pp. 8 f.
4raise a larger family, building through its members a
Christian influence which would be a shield against the
forces of evil. On the other hand, ungodly homes would
be of more benefit to society if they would decrease their
birth rates. As for the childless home--1f it is wilfully
choosing to be in that condition, there is a need for
repentance. There is too much joy and good resulting from
complete family life for anyone to forfeit so great a
privilege merely for selfish reasons. If, beca.use of poor
health, there can be no natural born children, it is
possible to adopt those who have no home.
Not only is the size of the family to be considered,
but also its living conditions. Every family needs a
building in which to live, food to eat and clothes to wear.
Every family has ~ right to these necessities. Yet, if one
were to visit the slums of the large Cities, or the homes of
the shareoroppers, or even some of the ordinary homes of
many communities, he would find run-down houses, dirty and
ragged ohildren, and other conditions not conducive to good
family living.
\The greatest need of the family is of a spiritual
nature. It needs a spiritual revival in those that are
nominally Christian, and a oonversion of those which profess
no faith. Such a reformation would, so to speak, "turn the
world up-side-down." But until that happens J Thomas
Campbell t s statement holds true: "May the Lord hasten
family reformation~ For till that take place, 'Zion must
personality; to commit a murder. Selfishness will sharuen~
5
remain a wilderness; Jerusalem a desolation. ,"l
It has·been said that "our homes are the most frequent
witnesses of bad temper, of selfishness, of cruelty, of neg-
lect, of jealously, of poor faith, of slander, of falsehood."a
It is true that in some respects people behave more unfavor-
ably at home than they do away from it, but most of those
evils just mentioned are basic and become habits which are
not easily removed as is a coat and left at home. Outside
the home a bad temper may cause one to have a disagreeable
the tendency to be self-centered in ones dealings with others.
Cruelty will often oontinue in social life, causing one to
inflict physical or mental pain upon those whom he dislikes.
The spirit of neglect will come to light in many common
activities, and jealousy will sink its fangs into friend or
enemy, resulting in anything from angry words to a first
degree murder. Likewise, slander and falsehood will extend
into society and their poison will damage the lives and
reputations of many. poor faith can make one skeptical and
suspicious. If the home is the place where a person learns
to live in that larger society, the school, the community
and the world, such a standard for living ought not to be.
"Happy is the family in which God is an unseen partner, and
lAlexander Campbell (ed.) Millennial Harbinger
(Monthly publication), Vol. IV (Bethany, Va.: Printed and
Published by Alexander Campbell, 1840), p. 345.
aHome Builders, a pamphlet, C-I0
6the religion of the home is to treat one another as God wills;
and to seek good for all families of mankind."I The source
for spiritual values is in God, but the home must shoulder
its responsibility in developing and transmitting them.
One of the ohief evils which threaten the stability
of the family and show the need for a reoognition of spiritual
values is divorce. Special studies have been made in which
it is shown that fewer divorces ooour among those who take
their Christianity seriously, and who oultivate a real
spiritual life. It is Christianity which makes safe the
fellowships on which the home is founded, thus making each
member of the family better. Suoh a study was made by
George Walter Fiske, author of lli Christian Familx.. His
was a survey over 65 Churches in 15 states in which he dis-
covered that Christian, Ohuroh-attending white people seldom
seek divorces. Out of 22,001 Protestant Church-going white
families, 16,940 of whom were oommunicants, only 196 divoroes
were reported. This makes one divorce to 113 marriages.
One hundred and seventeen were among Churoh members, or
where at least husband or wife was a member. One divorce,
2then, in 145 Churoh-attending families.
The latest ratiO for divorce is appalling. The
following statistios are taken from a national report:
lLeland Foster Wood, Spiritual Values in Family Life
(Washin~ton, D. C.: General Federation of Women's Clubs,
1940-41), p , 8.
20f. George W. Fiske, The Christian Family (New York:
The Abingdon Prees, 1929), pp. 33 f.
7According to provisional figures, there were
2,S85,539 marriages and 613,000 divorces in the United
States in 1946, the highest totals on record since data
became available in 1867. This was a striking rise
over comparable figures fOI 1945.
Marriages increased 41.2 per cent over a provisional
total of 1,618,331 in 1945, and 42.6 per cent over a re-
vised total of 1,603,139 in the same year. Divorces
increased at a somewhat slower rate, rising 22.1 per cent
over a provisional total of 502,000 in 1945 and 24.1 prr
cent over a revised total of 494,000 in the same year.
Another evil which threatens family unity, yet which
is in reality an outgrowth due to an already existing discord,
is juvenile delinquency. The following information is gleaned
from the most recent reports of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation: Those who have studied delinquency among
young people are agreed that the disintegration of the Amer-
ican home is a major factor. Its strength is not one-fourth
as great as·it should be.
Undoubtedly juvenile delinquency will continue to
thrive until we are fervently determined to restore the
home and 'family unit' to their former position of im-
portance as the fundamental social unit in our national
life.. . . . . . ..
We need homes where children learn respect for their
parents, respect for law, respect for God and religious
principles which must be Pgrpetuated if America is to
survive as a great nation.
IFederal Security Agency, United States Public
Health Service, National Office of Vital Statistics, Marriage
and Divorce Statistics United States, 1946, Vol. XXVII, No. 10
(Washington D.O.: October 24,1947), p. 165.
2John Edgar Hoover, Director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, U. ·S. Department of Justice, Orime Ohallen~es
the Ohurches, a Report on Juvenlle Delinquency, November 9,
1944, prepared by Federal Bureau of Investigation (Washington),
p , 1.
8The rise in crime during 1946 revealed that we are
still faced with an abnormally high rate of juvenile
misbehavior. Thirty-one per cent of the persons ar-
rested for robbery, burglary, larceny, auto theft,
embezzlement, fraud, forgery, counterfeiting, receiving
stolen property and arson were less than twenty-one
years of age.l
During the reoant war years 108,787 boys and girls
under eighteen years of age were under arrest, more than those
of any other age group. Behavior of this type is not natural
in youngsters; it grows out of some cause. As J. Edgar
Hoover puts it: "The actions of the majority of them were--
and are--directly related to the conduct of their parents.
parental, not juvenile delinquency."2. . • •
The seven major "crimes" of Amerioan parents which
influenoe their children are: Neglect, broken homes, un-
happy homes, bad examples, lack of discipline, doting parents,
and the neglect of the parents to safeguard their children
against the evil in outside influences; such as, movies,
radio, and dangerous 1iterature.3
In view of these facts ooncerning divorce and de-
linquency, there can be no doubt as to the need for a
spiritual revival. It must come if an adequate family life
is to survive.
lUnimd States Department of Justice Federal Bureau
of Investigation, Crime and Juvenile De1inguency, a Report,
July 14, 1947 (Washington, D. C.), pJ 2.
2John Edgar Hoover, Director Federal Bureau of
Investigation, U. S. Department of Justice, How Good a Parent
Are You? Reprinted from and with permission of This Week
Magazine, April 20, 1947, (Prepared by Federal BUreau of
Investigation (Washington), p. 1.
3Cf. Ibid., pp , 1-5.
9Knvironment, which, when used in this connection ,
is "the factors surrounding or affecting human beings, "I
wields a great influence upon the family. Unlike the
fundamental functions of the family everyday activities and
manner in which they are done change from place to place and
generation to generation. This changing cultural pattern
to which the family must continually be adjusting itself is
recorded in the pages of history. An examination of them
reveals the following factS.
The early colonial home was as simple as were its
surroundings.
On every farm were found food, drink, mediCine, fuel,
lighting, flax, wool, spinning wheels. There were no
canned goods, no 'bOughten bread,' no ready-to-wear
clothes, no kitchen gadgets, no attractive display of
electriC sweepers, washing machines, irons, toasters;
there were no expensive machinery to be bought, and no
electric light or fuel bills to be paid. Neither com-
merCialized recreation nor magazine subscriptions made
demands upon a colonial farmer's cash. His women folk
took the flax hiS hand produced, and the wool from his
sheep's backs, and with their nimble fingers carded and
spun the cloth, then fashioned and made the clothes of
his family. Soap for family use was made from ashes
and the leavings from the table. Such was the 60lonial
home economy.2
In this type of a home the man's authority was
supreme. He controlled his wife. She was bound to obey him ,
and all of her property belonged to him. Likewise, their
children were under his guardianship. Family discipline was
very strict.
Culture
lWI?,Webster's ~~,ill.Qnarl, 2 ed ,
2Grace Sloan Overton, The Home in a Chrng1ll5_(New York: Fleming H. Revell 00., 1935 , pp. 18 f.
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Pastor John Robinson in his book, Ohildren and Their
Education: describes the theory of fa.milydiscipline then
held: 'Burely there is in all children (though not alike)
a stubbornness and stoutness of minde arising from natural
pride which must in the first place be broken and beaten
doun tha.t so the foundation of their education being layd
in humilities and tractableness other virtues may in their
turn be built thereon.ll
There were no individual careers to be sough.t for the
family was a unit and the only career was the destiny of the
family.
These folk were neighbors in the real sense of the
word. Log rolling, stump pulling and house raising were all
shared labour. Neighborhood dependence was felt so strongly
that small communities were named after some family; for
instance, the "Brown Neighborhood." The restriction of these
neighborhood lines caused suspicion of all strangers. Laws
were made for the restriction of the sale of property to any-
one outside the plantation who was disliked. And so it was,
that in these ways the colonial people tried to protect
their homes.
Another type of family culture was that of the home-
stead. The chief desire was to own a home and the parents
worked long hard hours to realize this ambition. As the
children grew older they too were pressed into service. Most
of the family living was produced from their own farm. The
day came when they felt a need for improved machinery and
lJohn Robinson, Children and Their Education, cited
by Grace Sloan Overton, The Home in a Changing Culture
(New York: Fleming H. Revell Co., 1935), pp. 19 f.
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household equipment, but in the earlier days of this new era
there was a tendency for them to pride themselves on the
limited amount of machinery in their possession. Those who
did buy were laughed at and pronounced as lazy.
With poor roads and dependent upon horse and buggy
for traveling purposes, the homesteaders stayed close to
home. There was little money and leisure time had they
wanted to venture away.
This family was also a unit with the children and
their families all living on the old homestead. The right
for individual members of the family to seek a career was
not recognized.
With the coming of the industrial revolution, the
homestead family life began to give place to the modern
family. This brought about many cultural changes. The call
for more machinery produced more factories, and, they, in
turn, were in need of more help. The town could not provide
all of it so the farmer's son was hired. This illustrates
what is usually called the" division of labor," which la.ter
became the means by which the family unit was broken and the
children went out to seek a career.
The family purpose was changed. Now their responsi-
bility was to train their children for individual careers,
and to see that they had the opportunity to pursue them--
not for the good of the home only, but for society's good
also.
Gradually through the years much of education
12
has been taken out of the home. Because of particular
conditions and needs which have arisen, the public schools
have taken over many of the tasks formerly executed by the
home.
Recreation was once centered in the home or in the
homes of the neighbors. Now it is sought outside.
The public school, the community center, the Church
parlors, the commercial amusement place, the riverside
or lakeside resort, the moving pictures, the industrial
and religious athletic leagues, organized amateur and
professional sports, as host of interest clubs, organ-
ized hobbies, and a long list of fraternal organizations,
offer so many opportunites for recreation to the ordin-
ary family that merely making a choice among them becomes
a problem.l
Character development organizations Buch as the
Scouts, Camp-fire Girls and others are carried on separate
from the homes.
The preceding paragraphs have been an attempt to
show the general cultural changes from Colonial times to the
present day. Now to mention briefly a few of the more
specific ones as found in today's pattern.
Different families today are living in more different
kinds of houses than folk of the past could ever have
imagined. There are mansions, small single houses, crowded
rooming houses, bandbox and skysoraper apartments, trailers,
emergency housing units, remote farm houses, and share
croppers' shacks.2 Each of these various types throws its
I Ibid., p. 42.-2Cf. Paul H. Vieth, The Church and Christian
Education (st. Louis: The Bethany Press, 1947), p. 176.
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influence upon the family life inside.
Today the family is not as isolated as it once was.
The replacing of the horse and buggy with the automobile ,
other new systems of transportation, the telephone, the
radio and the movies have all been instrumental in widening
the social outreach of the family.
This is a day when women are rising to a more
prominent place. They are new "Tomen. This does not refer
to th~ manish acting and costumed type, but to the women
who have had educational opportunities which have freed
them and made them persons; individuals with equal rights
IIto love, to care, to labor from choice and after her
approved pattern&"l In general, this change has been to the
advantage of society, yet due to the fact that it has caused
many women to neglect their homes for their careers, it has
been a detriment to the good of family life.
New inventions in machinery, the growth of the
liquor traffiC and of the use of tobacco, marriage and birth
control, and the newer psychology are all elements which
effect today t s cultural pattern. The Second ivorld\'lar
has had its effect and society is still reaping the conse-
quences. With the ushering in of the atomic age, who knows
what yet is in store for society.
\'/hatis to be the attitude toward a changing cultural
pattern?
~,------'
lOverton, 92- cit., pp. 27 f.
14
Simply to lament the disintegration of the old
pattern is futile; to demand a new pattern totally
unrelated to the old is to show ourselves ignorant
of the laws of social progress. But to give ourselves
to understanding the cultural and social changes
affecting the home and then to seek to vision a
family pattern which will fit into our present
culture is both heroic and sensible.l
As Henry George in his Social Problems says, "there is
always danger in reckless change; but greater danger lies
in blind conservatism.H2
There are Christians who are willing to be pioneers
for the future, who will, with faith and courage determine
to mold its cultural pattern into one more perfect and more
beautiful than the old. But it is time that more Christian
people, including Christian leaders, awaken to the fact that
the changing social life is effecting the homes and that the
Church must be alert to its responsibility in providing the
homes with spiritual reinforcement.
It has been said that "if the modern home sees its
opportunity and plans its life for the best and most whole-
some growth m its members , it has the best chance of all."3
lIbid .., p , 32
2Henry George, Social Problems, cited by Grace Sloan
Overton, The Home in a Cbanging Culture (New York: Fleming
H. Revell Co., 1935), p. 16.
3The Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in
America, The National Council of Church Women and the
International Council of Religious Education, Home and Church
Work Together, Bulletin No. 423 (Chicago: May 1946), p. 3.
CHAPTER II
THE IMPORTANCE OF RELIGtON IN THE FAMILY
The importance of religion in the family may be found
from a brief study of periods of history. It is evident that
the family has always been important as a religious unit and
as a religious influence.
Since the beginning of time there have been numer.ous
religions. It would seem that regardless of race or culture
all peoples have woven into their experiences a belief in
some type of a supernatural being, and a practice related to
that being or power. This is not so strange a phenomenon
when one understands that man was created in the image of
God; that in this creation he was endued with a natural ten-
dency to worship "something." It was not in the mind of the
.Creator that a plurality of religions should exist, for
throughout the centuries He has made known to man and em-
phasized the fact that there is only one God. " •••• that
all the peoples of the earth may know that Jehovah He is God;
there is none else."l . . . . I am the first, and I am the"
last, and beside me there is no God."2 "For there is one God,
one mediator also between God and men, himself man, Christ
II Kgs. 8:60. 2Isa. 44:6.
15
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Jesus."1 Since this is true the primitive family religion
discussed here will be confined to that which is revealed in
the first few chapters of the book of Genesis.
The Scriptures teach that on the sixth day of creation
God instituted the home.
And God created man in His ovm image, in the image of
God crea.ted He him; male and female created He them. And
God blessed them; and God said unto them: B~ fruitful,
and multiply, and replenish the earth••••
And the Lord God said: 'It is not good that manshould be alone; I will make him a help meet for him • •
• " And Jehovah God caused a deep sleep to fall upon the
man, and he slept; and He took one of hiB ribs, and closed
up the flesh instead thereof. And the rib, which Jehovah
God had taken from the man, made He a woman, and brought
her unto the man. • •• Therefore shall a man leave
his father and his mother, and shall cleave unto his wife,
and they shall be one flesh.3
This couple was given a beautiful garden in which to
live. There God provided for them the necessities of life;
food to sa.tisfy their physical needs, and the Tree of Life to
nourish their spiritual nature. The religion of the family
was as naturally provided as was its physioal necessities.
However, even in the beginning God could not force religion
upon man. So it was that He placed in the garden the Tree of
the Knowledge of Good and Evil, warning Adam and Eve that to
eat of its fruit meant death. As God restricted this tree to
their use, He made known His right as authority. Also, it
became a means of testing man's allegiance, and of teaching
him that he was a dependent being.
II Tim. 2:5. 2Gen. 1:27. 3Gen. 2:18, 21, 24.
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Temptation came to these first parents and they ate
of the forbidden fruit. As a result they were driven out of
their home and given a life of toil and hardship.
To Adam and Eve were born many sons and daughters,
among whom were two sons, Cain and Abel. Even though the
Adams' had fallen from their first estate, they seem to have
retained faith in God and to have passed on to their children
knowledge concerning Him.
And in the process of time it came to pass that Cain
brought of the fruit of the ground an offering unto
Jehovah. And Abel, he also brought of the firstlings of
his flock and of the fat thereof.l
Another godly family of these primitive days was that
of Noah.
Noah was a righteous man and perfect in his
generations: Noah walked with GOda And Noah begotthree sons, Shem, Ham and Japheth.
The record goes on to tell the story of a corrupted
world and of God's repentance for having made man. He
planned to destroy the wicked with a flood. Beca.use Noah was
righteous God commanded him to build an ark in order that some
life might be preserved. When it was completed IIJehovah said
unto Noah, come thou and all thy house into the ark; for thee
have I seen righteous before me in this generatlon."3 After
the flood when Noah and all living things had come out of
the ark, his first aot was to build an altar and offer a
burnt offering unto God.
1Gen. 4:3, 4a. 2Gen. 6:9. 3Gen. 7: 1.
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The most comprehensive account of religion in family
life is found in the Old Testament Scriptures which concern
that of the Hebrew and Jewish people. In ancient civiliza-
tion no other nation exalted the family as did the Hebrews.
Among the Greeks and Romans the state came first and then the
family, but among the Hebrews the social and political life
was based upon the home. Out of the family grew the sociaJ.
customs, the laws, the execution of justice, and the mainten-
ence of divine worship.l Like Christians today the early
Hebrews were not without evil influences. Nomadism, pagan
neighbors, pestilence, war, polygamy, the captivity and
industrial greed were evils which threatened the faith which
they made such an effort to hold.2
The first use of the word" household" in the English
Bible was used in connection with Abraham. Of hi~ God said:
"I know him that he will command his children and his house-
hold after him, and they shall keep the: way of the Lord."3
In Hebrew thinking the family was lIinthe Lord" and the Lord
was "in the family." The assumption that the will of God
should be made knovm through the family was due to certain
lCf. Ismar J. Peritz, "The Biblical Ideal of the
Home,1I The Journal of Religious Education, Vol. VI, (Chicago:
The Religious Education Association, 1911-12), p. 323.
2Cf. Board of Christian Education of the Presbyterian
Church in the U. S. A., A Ohurch Program for Promoting
Christian Family Life, Educational Bulletin No. 11
(Philadelphia: Board of Christian Education of the
Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A., 1934), p. 5.
3Gen• 18:19.
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attitudes which every Hebrew seemed to have. They felt that
family life was a normal situation. Ohildren were wanted and
were considered a sign of God's good-will. They were expected
to honor their parents, which act was essential to personal
,
character and the structure of society.
Teaching began in early childhood and continued on in
a definite way throughout adulthood. This early informal
education caused their religion to be emotionally stable, and
it was handled in such a way that the maturing person was not
entangled in a system of ideas whioh would stunt his growth.
Each method was a natural part of family life, yet they were
the means to an end, that of doing the will of God.l
One way of teaching was through the ohildren's in-
formal partioipation in ordinary family activities. In
semi-nomadic days boys would learn to herd cattle and to hunt.
Girls learned to cook and make the clothes. Later, when
homes were more permanently founded, there was the work of
the fields, the vineyards and various other duties. The
religious meaning given to these activities came when the
rabbis taught that the father, along with his duty to teach
the law to his sons, was alsO obligated to teach his sons a
craft.
Another way was through discipline of the children.
Patriarchal fathers wefe expected to be extremely strict.
The books of Exodus, Leviticus and Deuteronomy are full of
lOf. Louis Joseph Sherrill, The Rise of Ohristian
Education (New York: The MacMillan Co., 1944), pp •.6-18.
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instructions pertaining to the regulation of daily affairs,
both private and social, and the family became the scene of
these early teachings.l
A third method was the handing down of oral tradition.
"The saying 'the father to the children shall make known thy
truth' was the expression of both an ideal and a practice in
Hebrew education."Z To them God was revealed in history and
in the law and these tV10forms of "truth" were to be kept
alive ,
The Hebrew was profoundly convinced of God's leading
in the past ..•.• Compact re-tellings of history make
up a substantial part of the Bible, reflecting a type of
mind steeped in history through frequent rehearsing of
it. Psalm 78 is a good example of a long historical
account compressed into a short story. • • • . As with
history, so-with the law ••••• One passage has em-
bedded itself in Jewish consciousness more deeply, per-
haps, than any constitution or similar document has ever
been woven into the mind of any Gentile people, namely,
the 'Shema,' contained in Deuteronomy 6:4-9.3
.••• And these words, which I command thee this
day, shall be upon thy heart; and thou shalt teach them
diligently unto thy children, and shalt talk of them
when thou sittest in thy house, and when thou walkestby the way and when thou 1iest down, and when thou
risest up. And thou shalt bind them for a sign upon
thy hand, and they shall be for frontlets between thine
eyes. And thou shalt write th4m upon the door-posts ofthy house, and upon thy gates.
The ritual observed was another means of teaching
religion. Children's curiosity was aroused over the rites,
and questions of IIwhat" and" why" were asked. For instance,
the ritual concerning the Passover caused the question,
1Cf. Ibid., pp. 18 f. 2Ibid., p. 20.
3Ibid., p , 21. 4Deut. 6:4-9.
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"Vlhat mean ye by this service?",l Also, in teaching the
ritual to his children, the Hebrew father was continually
relearning for himself the meaning of it.2
As ti~ passed, the ritual in the Jewish household
became enlarged in use and richer in meaning. The first
three years of a child's life was free from religious duties,
but in his fourth year it was the father's duty to open to
him a knowledge of the Tore.h, and to teach him to observe it.
Also, at four, he began to attend the synagogue with his
parents. At thitteen a child's legal responsibility began.3
In household education it was believed that the
Scripture was not the only way by which man receives revela-
tion; that it was all right to change the words of Torah
into words which chtLdr en could understand; that Tore.h can
by learned by being obeyed; and that at a reasonable age the
child should begin to acquire a deeper knowledge of revela-
tion through studying the Scri.pture in which the Torah was
written.
In the Old Testament Scriptures are found several
dharacters who will serve as illustrations regarding the
sacredness of marriage and the home, of the relation of this
institution to the will of God, and of the dire consequences
if God's will is not considered.
Abraham was a 2!'odlyman, who, with his family, was
lSherrill, OPe cit., p.23.
30f• Ibid., pp. 47-52.
2Of. Ibid., pp. 22 f.
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said to have kept the way of the Lord. He took his religion
with him wherever he went, for as often as he pitched his
tent he built an altar. When his son Isaac was to be married.
Abraham saw to it that he married a God-loving girl.
Joshua, a great leader of the Israelites, while
urging his people to serve Jehovah, made this profound
statement: IIAndif it seem evil unto you to serve Jehovah,
choose you this day whom ye will serve •••• but as for me
and my house, we will serve Jehovah."l
Of the great patriarch Job it is said that he had
seven sons and three daughters, and that he continually
offered burnt-offerings in their behalf.
Examples of disintegration of religion and of
domestic troubles can be found in the lives of men like
Esau and Solomon, who, agaist God's law, married pagan wives,
and of Jacob, David and others who were guilty of adultery.
With the coming of the Messiah a new religion was
ushered into the world and Christianity became the religion
of the family.
Early Christianity was intimately associated with
the household. Some of the first conversions were by
households. Meetings of Christians were frequently held
in private houses. Christianity often produced sharp
division among members of a family, but the conception
of 'gaining' persons to Ohrist was carried squarely
into the household ~here it was easiest for cant to be
seen, and for sincerity to be respected.2
As these earliest Christians were Jewish converts,
it may be assumed that their parental responsibility for
lJosh. 24:15. 2Sherrill, Ope cit., p. 157.
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teaching the children the Jewish faith was habitually carried
out in the teaching of this new religion.
As the Christian Church grew and Paul wrote his
letters to its various congregations, he gave instructions
concerning the responsibility of Christian parents toward
their children, and of children toward their parents. In
Ephesians 6:1 Paul writes, "Child.ren, obey your parents in
the Lord: for this ae right."l In 6:4, "And, ye fathers,
provoke not your children to wrath: but nurture them in
the chastening and admonition of the Lord."2
During the first five or six centuries following
the founding of Christianity, the Church met with many
obstacles, such as other religions and philosophies which
threatened to destroy it. Among the various religious
issues which called for attention, was one dea.ling with
family relations. Pressure was laid on the sacredness of
marriage and it became a permanent monogamic relation.
Children were made to feel the security of the home relation-
ships. At the same time, another pressure was exerted in
behalf of celibacy, the belief being that a higher
spirituality demanded a restraint on the desires of the
flesh, and therefore celibacy would entitle one to that
higher life. Taking religion into the home, the Jevls had
made the family a religious soclety.3
lEph. 6:1. 2Eph• 6:4.
3Cf• Sherrill, Ope cit., pp. 198 f.
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Ancient Ohristianity missed its opportunity for a
comparable line of development in which the actual face-
to-face family group would at and out, honored and
enriched, as a basic form of Christian society.l
The effort to make all society Christian and the
regarding of the community of ascetics as the highest
Ohristian society caused relations between husband and
wife, parents and children to be counted as unimportant and
dishonorable. Believing that children receive spiritual
gifts on the strength of the fact that children of Ohristian
parents are born within the Christian fellowship, the Ohurch
did little to educate them. There is little information
concerning education given them in the family. 0hurch Orders
and sermons did urge parents to give attention to this matter,
but in general the Ohurch was satisfied that the children
shoUld receive God's graoe through the sacraments. Although
this was the general trend, there were some parents who were
awake to their duty. Monioa, the mother of Augustine,
taught him of the Christ, and Origen's father drilled him
daily in the saored dootrines.2
During the Medieval Ages, 1000 to 1500, family life
morally was a refleotion of the prevailing conditions of
the larger society. Divorce, mistreatment of wives and
fornication were common. The poverty stricken home of the
peasant was spiritually destitute.3
lIbid., p , 199. 2Ibid., pp. 199-201.
3Ibid., pp , 242 f.
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In principle, if not by explicit word, the theology
denied the need for home instruction. Since God had
already acted through the sacrament, to liberate and
to convert, instruction of children either in Ohurch or
in the home was relatively unimportant.l
However, the Ohurch did give some parental instruc-
tion for baptized children, for individuals occasionally
made an effort to encourage it. Jonas of Orleans, in his
treatise, The Education of the Laity, said "that as soon
as baptized children came to the 'age of understanding'
parents should teach them the Scripture and the meaning of
their baptism.1I2 From the seventh to the tenth centuries,
it was expected that parents or guardians would teach the
children the Oreed and the Lord's Prayer.
The historian, John Richard Green made this state-
ment concerning the Puritan family's religion:
Wife and child rose from mere dependants on the will
of husband or father, as husband and father saw in them
saints like himself, souls hallowed by the touch of a
divine Spirit, and called with a divine calling like his
ovm. The sense of spiritual fellowship gave a new ten-
derness and refinement to the common family affections.3
With the breaking away from tradition and ecclesias-
ticism, the whole Puritan frunilyas individual members were
free in their relationship with God. Believing that the
individual was the recipient of the love of God, they saw to
it that each child was prepared for this life and that of
the future. Schools were provided for this purpose.
1!Q.!_g,., p. 243. 2Ibid., pp. 243 f.
3Greens History of the English People, Vol. III,
p. 19, quoted in Ezra Hoyt Byington, The Puritan in England
and New England. (London: Sampson Low, Marston and Oompany,
Limited, 1896), p. 221.
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Although the Puritan discipline was very severe,
the effects of it have been long lived. From these people
have come many good men, soldiers, statesmen and scholars.
With this historical background of family religion
in mind, one has a better understanding of the place of
religion in the present day home. This knowledge, along
with that of present day needs and opportunities, should
present a challenge in the thinking of all Christian
leaders.l
lCf. Ibid., pp. 221-277.
CHAPTER III
THE SPIRITUAL GROWTH OF THE FAMILY
Education is of intrinsic value in life for human
progress depends upon it. The question raised here is: Is
the educational program complete without the teaching of
religion? Since education is the sharing of experiences, it
seems that an adequate education must include sharing the
most fruitful experiences of the race, such as those which
come through faith in Ohrist.l
Some people would substitute character education for
Christian education, but undoubtedly this is not enough; it
has no real foundation. "Without the motive power of
religious loyalty, ideals lack dynamic and often fail to
control conduct."2 "If the love of Christ is really in the
heart of youth, the Christ ideal, concrete, personalized,
powerful, will dominate his imagination, control his imagery,
and motivate his conduct."3 It can readily be seen, then,
that spiritual growth cannot take place without the proper
kind of education which is Ohristian Education.
Christian education has been defined as "the prooess
Ip. Henry Lotz and L. W. Crawford (ed), Studies in
Religious Education (Nashville: Cokesbury Press, 1931), p. 75.
2Ibid., p. 83. 3Ibid., p , 87.
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by which persons are confronted with and controlled by the
Ohristian Gospel."l
There are many processes or ways in which this
Ohristian Gospel can be presented and is presented to people,
but none can quite compare with that of the family approach.
Why is this? Schools and recreation centers may close, but
the home is continually in operation. It is still at the
center of society. Like the bases on a baseball diamond
IIhome base" is the most important one. The family's primary
function is to rear the next generation giving it security
and a Ohristian outlook. This calls for interaction among
its members through which each individual is influenced by
every other person in the family. Oertainly only a God-
fearing home can strive to attain this goal. liThechances
are that if real religion is not taught and caught in the
home it may never be caught ."2
A program of family education requires specific goals
or objectives. The Joint Oommittee on Family and Parent
Education has suggested the following aims as an ideal toward
which to work. Individuals in the home should be taught:
1. liTopartiCipate willingly and helpfully in the responsi-
bilities and work of the home."3
IPaul H. Vieth, The Ohuroh and Ohristian Education
(st. Louis: Bethany Press, 1947), p. 52.
2George A. Buttrick, Religion and the Home (New York:
Federal Oouncil of Ohurches of Ohrist in America, IIn.d.II),p.3.
3Leland Foster Wood, Buildin Spiritual Foundations in
the Family (Philadelphia: The Judson Press, 1936 , p. 63.
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Too often many home responsibilities fallon the
shoulders of the mother. Individual members of the
family, in their thoughtlessness or unconcern, miss the
opportunity to share in household duties; in the making
of and the keeping within the family budget; and in
avoiding the many little habits which would cause extra
work for others.
2. liTocontribute to happy and harmonious fellowship in
the home .."1
.~Incompatible parents and spoiled, selfish, hateful
children do not contribute to happiness and harmony.
Only a deep abiding faith in God can motivate each mem-
ber to strive for a better understanding and appreciation
of the rights of others, and to respect their differing
opinions and jUdgments.
3. liTo enable children to accept those expressions of par-
ental authority and guidance which parental responsibil-
ity makes necessary."2
Parental authority is taught in the New Testament,
and as children come to realize this through their
Christian training, they will accept it and expect it.
As the children grow older and become more dependable
and able to cope with life situations, parental author-
ity should give way to counseling and guidance.
lIbid.
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4. liTo develop in those who contemplate marriage a wholesome
Christian interpretation of the marriage relationship."1
Too many boys and girls have been forced to acquire
their knowledge of sex outside of the parental school.
Consequently, the effect has not always been a wholesome
one. Too many young couples have courted and married
with no preceding preparation. Intelligent and spiritual
instruction would have been helpful and would have saved
many marriages from failure.
5. "To enable parents to appreciate their responsibility
for the religiouS and moral training of children. ,,2
The Church cannot bear the parents responsibility of
teaching their children, but it can aid and encourage
them in it.
6. "To enable parents to understand and to act in accordance
with the laws of growing life.,,3
It is as important for the parents as it is for the
school and Church to use sound educational principles in
teaching their children.4
7. "liTolead parents to continuoUS reIigious and intellectual
growth for their own sakes, and to keep them in sympathet-
ic contact with the process of growth in their children8,,5
Many parents are prone to forget their own youthful
ll£iQ..., pp , 63 f. 2~., p .. 64.
4Cf. Raymond R. Peters, !_Guide to Christian Family
~ (Elgin, Ill.: Board of Christian Education, Church of
the Brethren, "n.d."), p. 5.
5Wood, 02- cit.
'....
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desires, and to also fail to realize that present day
changes in society call forth new problems which must
be met differently than they were a number of years ago.
Parents and children should make an effort to understand
each other.
8. "Christian education seeks to encourage and assist
parents to know, appreciate and participate joyfully and
effectively in the life and work of the Church, for their
own good, in order that their children may share in the
life and work of the Church and that the family may re-
ceive the benefits of the Church's ministry."l
Perhaps it would be well to search the Word of God
for His teachings concerning spiritual growth as it pertains
to the family and its members. Concrete examples of such may
also be found therein.
It would be strange if that New Testament which re-
volutionalized the world, and which is a perfect guideto all times and all lands in all things that affect
faith and life;.did not touoh, at many points, the life
of the family.1:;
Jesus Christ, Himself, is the first and foremost
example of a spirit-filled home. At an early age His mind
was full of the knowledge of the Old Testament Scriptures.
The source of this training was His home, His mother, accord-
ing to custom, being His first teacher, and Joseph, the
second. Being a Jew with Jewish ideas of family life, and
Ipeters, Ope cit., po 6.
2John Hall, A Christian Home, (Philadelphia: The
American Sunday School Union, 1883), p. 25.
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being the Son of God who is Truth itself, it may be assumed
that Jesus desired and expected His teachings to find their
basic position in family life. His attendance at the wedding
in Cana, His interest in children, His care of His mother,
His story of the Prodigal Son, His doctrine concerning di-
voroe and other activities show something of the emphasis
which he placed on the family.
In the Acts of the Apostles, many of the conversions
spread through a complete household. Among them were
Cornelius and his household, Lydia and hers. Priscilla and
Aquila represent another Christian family. Also, there was
the home in Caesarea where Philip and his four Christian
daughters lived.
No doubt these homes grew spiritually as they con-
tinued to hear the Gospel preached and strove to incorporate
it in their living. Most of them must have known Paul's
doctrine concerning the relation between husband and wife
and children and parents. The love of a husband for his
wife Vias to be like unto that of Christ for His Church, and
a wife was to be in subjection to her husband even as the
Ohurch is subject to Ohrist. Ohildren were to obey their
parents lIin the Lord." Relationships of this caliber can
never be attained unless Ohrist and His Way of Life is the
chief force in the horneo
Christian education is as important to the spiritual
growth of the family as food is to its physical growth.
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Spiritual food must be provided if the family is to remain
alive and be able to fulfill its duty toward society.
ICHAPTER IV
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FAMILY
And God created man in his own image, in the image
of God created he him; male and female created he them.
And God blessed them: and God said unto them, Be fruit-
ful, and multiply, and replenish the ear+h , • • • .1
No true family can come into existence unless it be-
gins viith the joining in wedlock of a man and a woman. These
two form the nucleus about which the ideal family is formed.
By "ideal family" is meant the addition of children without
which the family would be incomplete.
Parenthood is of vast importance. Not only because
it is the progeniture of the human race upon the earth, but
also for the fact that without its care humanity would perish
in the cra.dle. The keyword for this place of importance is
\
"responsibility," and it was given to Adam and Eve when God
told them to replenish the earth and to have dominion over
all other living things.
Generally speaking, parents are aware of their duty
to feed and clothe their children, but more often than not
they shirk their greatest responsibility which is to feed
and clothe their inner lives with beauty, truth, and goodness.
All parents are teachers in one way or another. They
all teach some kind of a religion whether or not they know it
lGen. 1:27, 28a.
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or wh0ther or not they wish to do it. For instance, supposing
that they decide not to teach the child any table manners,
but to let him read Emily Post when he is older and thus
learn for himself. Does this mean that he wi 11 learn no table
manners until then? No, he must of necessity learn some kind
of manners, and these he will learn mostly from his parents.l
In a study of 1,195 children it was found that par-
ental influence in the moral decisions of children was 0..545.
Friends followed next with 0.35, then club leaders with 0.137,
sohool teachers 0.028, and Bible school teachers with even
less.2
The small boy who announces to his startled classmates
during a discussion about giving, that all people in want
deserve to be that way, is a boy who very likely is
reflecting the views of his parents.3
Likevnse, the child, who, when he is visiting, bows
his head expecting grace at mealtime, is reflecting his home
ideals~ Timothy, the young man whom Paul called to help him,
had a Christian mother and grandmother before him. He knew
the Scripture, but more than that shared his family's at-
titude concerning them.
lCf. International Council of Religious Education,
Home and Church Work To 'ether, Educational Bulletin No. 423
New York: Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America,
Chicago: International Council of Religious Education, 1940),
p , 5.
2Influence of the Home in Moral Decisions, Religious
Education, 1926, pp , 539-554, c1ted by Leland Foster Wood,
Hul1.ding Spiritual Foundations in the Family (Philadelphia:
The Judson Press, 1936), p. 10. -
3Weener Fallow, The Modern Parent and the Teaching
Church (New York: The MaCMillan Co., 1946), p. 21.
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Parents are not only teachers but they should be
pupils also. It is extremely necessary that they continue
their intellectua.l and spiritual growth in order that they
will be alert to the times, and to their growing children.
Only in this way can they be of the most help. When parents
are as interested in learning and are as teachable as their
children, the whole family learns and grows together.
As was previously inferred, the family is not com-
plete until children are born into it. Those who do not
desire children are falling short of God's plan for them.
Ohildless women of the Bible felt disgraced. Those who do
have children experience the many thrills which they bring.
"After all, there is nothing like the companionship of a
child to warm the heart and open the susceptibilities of
the spirit.lIl
The growing, teaching parents will want to be aware
of the individual differences and the general characteristics
of their children as they grow from babyhood through
adolescence.
No child is too young to be taught. Basing their
conclusions upon years of observation, after studying
many thousands of children, psychologists tell us that
the child of pre-school age not only can be tnught, but
that these years arB the most important of his entire
educational career.
The age from six to eight is one of imagination.
lGeorge N. Luccock, The Home God Meant (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 1922), p. 48.
2Evelyn Leavitt Grogg, The Beginner Bible Teacher
and Leader (Oincinnati: Standard Publishing 00.,1942), p. 15.
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Also it is a time when the imitative urge is strong, and
they attempt to become like those with whom they associate.
The next age is from nine to twelve. A good
description would be:
Lawless, yet susceptible to the most subtle in-
fluence; irresponsible, yet carrying limited respon-
sibility with the utmost fidelity; wide awake, active,
and alert, the Junior has all the lingering character-
istics of childhood, mingled with those of budding
youth.l
The early adolescent period is one in which the
boy or girl is changing physically and mentally from a
child into an adult. Their moods and their actions are
often unpredictable. It is a time when religion is real
and personal.
These are only a few of the many characteristics
of children, but it will pay the parents to know them.
A well integrated home is a happy one, and integra-
tion and happiness depends upon each member of the family
striving to do his part.
lEmma A. Robinson, The Junior Worker and His Work,
(Ohicago: The Methodist Book Ooncern, 1915), pp. 19 f.
CHAPTER V
THK PROlJI0TION OF FAHILY EDUCATION
TBRDUGH THE CHUROH
Perhaps to the ordinary observer there is no
defl,n~_te relation bet1rleEmthe Church and the family. He
notlces the :tnterest each takes :in the ot.her-, but h8
does not realize their likeness nor the elements of
interrelatlonship~
It is interesting to note those characteristics
1rlhlch the Church and family do have in common.
The Christian family and the Christian Church have
a common cause and mission, and th8y need each other.
Both are founded upon and bear witness to love as the
way of life~ and community as the ideal in human
relationships. Both are menaced by towerin~ economic
and political insti tutlons which are self-seelcing,
competltive. coercive, and secular. Both are concerned
wi:th Chr:i.stian educatlon, in order that Chrtst-llke
Charact.er in the tndlviduals and Christian relation-
ships in the social group may nre"lrail.1.
Also, ,Jesus took some family terms and used them In
the tnternretation of Christlan:i.ty. The 1rlOra"brother" (1'ave
-
new meaning to human relationship. The Christian's r-eLat.Lon
lMrs. 01arence H. Ha11lilton , "The Church and Family
Life ~lI'rh§!__Q.h~r.gD_?'D..q_"t.Q~_9_l}_ri§.~,i~anF~m1.~Y (Indianapolis:
Church Program Planni,np; Corom1ttee, Disciples of Chr-Ls t ~
11..;./ .... ") 1rr , U.. "p. ..
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to God was that of IIfather" and II chi Ld;" Back of all this
is the power of love which is the uniting force in both family
and Ohurch.!
A brief study of the needs and functions of the
home and the Church will reveal the fact that there is an
interdependence of one for the other.
Although salvation is an individual matter,
Protestantism is beginning to see the person as a part of
a social unit rather than as an isolated individual. This
requires contact with families. The familyts attitude
toward the Church will do more to influence growing children
than will the attitude of separate members, or anything the
Church could do. For example, if the family immediately
enrolls its children in the local schools but fails to
identify itself with the local Church, the impression given
is that the Church is unimportant.
The family needs the Church and the Church needs
the family. The ideal relationship, one to the other, would
be comparable to that which exists between that of the
child's own family and that of his grandparents.2
10f. International Council of Religious Education,Home and Church Work Together, Educational Bulletin No. 423
(New York: Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America,
Chicago: International Council of Religious Education, 1940),
p , 6.
2Wesner Fallow, The Modern Parent and the Teaching
Church (New York: The MacMillan Co., 1946), p , 20.
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Why does the family need the Church? Because it needs:
1. Cultural fellowship.
Peoples of all races, social standing etc. will not
find much of that which they want in present geographical
neighborhoods, but they are quite sure to find it in some
Ohurch group.
2. Guidance in discovery of good, beauty, truth and family
unity.
The home needs the cooperation of other institutions,
but none can develop the fundamental aspects as can the
Ohurch.
3e Aid in time of duress.
Domestic troubles, social problems, parent and child
tensions, death, marriage and losses are all examples of
situations in which spiritual aid is needed.
4. An orienting agency.
As family unity is developed there is danger of it
becoming clannish.
The family which resists expansion of interest and
persists in comp1aoent satisfaction within the limits of
its pleasing or favoring oommunity will eventually suffer
deterioration and spiritual death. It will save itself
only to lose itself~l
5. A working philosophy of Christianity.
It is necessary to understand what life is and the
place a person holds j in j t,'" 2
Church
IRegina Westcott Wieman, The Modern Family and the
(3rd ed.; New York: Harper and Brothers, 1938, p. 151.
21-5 cf. Ibid., pp. 146-154
1-- -
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6. Christian unity.
Active membership in a local Church is necessary if
there is to be Christian unity in the family.l
Why does the Church need the Family? It needs it:
1. To supply its constituency.
Generally speaking, the fellowship of the Church is
made up of familiee. Of no other major institutions is
this true.
2. For its support.
Financial and personal support is on a voluntary basis.
The Church is thus dependent for its support upon the
attitudes of the family toward value. This means that
the Church is dependent upon the developments occurriHg
in family living which influence its scale of values.
3. For a functional foothold.
The Church cannot unite with politics, minority
movements etc., but it can work with and through the
family and in this way touch the social living of
people.
4. For future membership.
This does not mean that all of its membership must
come from the family. But because outside attractions
entice the youth and make it difficult for the Church
to interest them, it is necessary that the Church win
many of them through the nuture of the family group.
5. Compulsion toward continuous revitalizing.
lCf. F. W. Wiegman, Chris~ian Happiness in the Home
(St. Louis: Bethany Press, 1947), p. 82.
2Wieman, QE. c1t., p , 155.
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The Church may by its
infrequency of meeting; the increasing difficulty of
building intimate, meaningful fellowship; the fact that
the members come together on their best behavior and
hence are 'not all th~rel .•.• and the mechanization
of official functionsl
become rather static. The family helps the Church to regain
its vitality by the presentation of its family interests and
problems.2
6. As a laboratory.
The home provides an ideal place in which the teach-
ings of Christ can be put into practice.3
Today is a day when Christian education is being
greatly emphasized. It is hoped that Christian educators
and leaders will be aware of the close relationship between
family and Church, and will utilize every legitimate device
and opportunity to develop it even further.
When Chr~st was about to ascend to His Father, He
gave to His eleven disciples His final instructions which
were to be the only means whereby His Father's Work could be
continued. These last words, authoritively given, contained
four distinct commands: IIGo," "make disciples," "baptize,"
and "Teach." 4 From that time on this has been the commission
lIbid., pp , 160 f. 2Ibid., pp. 154-161
3Cf. Roy A. Burkhart, "Education for Family Life in
a Church Fellowship," What the American Family Faces, ed. by
Leland Foster Wood and John W. Mullen (Chicago: The Eugene
Hugh Publishers, Inc., 1943), p , 101.
4Matt. 28:19, 20.
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of His Church. One will notice that each oommand is one of
actien; the Church is to be "doing," "on the move," "alive,"
notllstagnate" or dragging lamely along. The field of action
is to be II all nations."
With these facts in mind one must recognize the
tremendous responsibility of the Church. This being true
how is the Church to fulfill its mission most effectually?
It has previously been shown that the family is basic
to SOCiety; has a definite place in the world socially and
religiously; possesses an innate need physically and spirit-
ually; has a history of family-centered religion; and is
interdependent with the Church. Tl~esefa.ctsgive the home
a central and vital place in the mission of the Church.
Jesus did not mean that salvation was to come to a
nation by way of mass acceptance. He taught that faith in
Him was an individual matter. Although there are a number of
individuals who must be reached aside from the family
approach, the majority of people are to be found in family
groups. They, too, must be won, baptized and taught as
individuals. A further study later will present information
as to why this can be more effectively accomplished through
the family channel. The home is primarily responsible for
the Ohristian education of its members, but it is the duty
of the Church to see that the home is able and vdlling to
fulfill that responsibility.
Although the present theory is that Christian
education should be centered in the home, the majority of
(
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religious educators and Ohurohes are not yet putting it into
practice. Change comes slowly, and often people are doubtful
about the practicality of a. theory. Also, the program for
eduoation was already Church-centered before this new em-
phasis was given expression. The need, then, iEIa program
through which Churches and leaders may be led to see the
value of family education.. When they understand the pla.oe
of the family, and when they learn what is being done by
congregations who are working such a program, the idea will
mean something and they will desj,reto try it.
Many of the Churches today depend upon denominational
houses or other agencies for their spiritual resouroes. How-
ever, too little literature for family education is available.
From statements made by the International Council of Religious
Education, an agency representing the educational foroes of
most of the North American Protestant Churches, concerning
the family and the Church, one Vlould suppose that Christia.n
nurture centers in the home as well as in the Churohes.
It wouLd be nf:i.turalto expect that if this were true,
the curriculum-making bodies would take into account what
should happen in both places; that these bodies would
produce outlines for materia.ls to be used in the home
as in the Church; that the training processes would
reach parents as often as they serve Church school
teachers; that denominational publishers would provide
as rich a variety of printed materials for f&aily use as
for the Church school; and that the field forces of the
Churches would be skilled and concerned to improve the
work of religious education in the home as in the Church.
Moreover, since the wider mission of the Church io 60
dependent upon the quality of fa.milylife it would seem
that all of the central leadership of the denominations
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would join the educa.tional specialists in seeking to
lift the level of family life.1
Thisl does not mean that the Council and denominational boards
are not providing any material, for they are developing
courses for the interpretation of family life and for the
education of parent s,
When a local Church cannot obte.in educational guides
from these sources, it would do well to work up its ovm. It
is possible that lack of materials will limit progress, but
the work which is done will be an effort, and will, if
recorded and made known, encourage and inspire others. If
the Church is aware of the need, it cannot afford to wait for
denominational lesson ,n'iters to provide a curriculum of any
kind, much less the ideal type, one nicely correlated with
public schools and Church Schools.
The conception and promotion of this task of family
education will lie within the leadership of the Church.
Seminaries, publishing house personnel, Christian education
directors, pastors, local Church officers and teachers will
need to Bee that this program is deserving of major emphasis
in the Church, and then use their talent and influence for
its promotion.
lPaul H. Vieth, The Church and Christian Education
(St. Louie: The Bethany Press, 1947), p. 181.
CHAPTER VI
THE PROMOTION OF FAMILY EDUCATION
THROUGH THE CHURCH (CONT.)
In the previous chapter it has been shovm that the
mission of the Church is to win all people to Christ, and
that at the present time there is a growing emphasis being
placed on the theory that Christian education should be
centered in the family. If the Church is to fulfill its
mission and Christian education is to be centered in the
home, how is this to be accomplished? The most effectual
and far-reaching method is this: to make the family the
center of the Ohurch program. As the Church gives its
major attention to the family, and members of the family
become Christians and learn the Way of Life more perfectly,
they, in turn, will reach out to others and thus the Kingdom
of God will be built. This will not only insure growth in
numbers but also a spiritual stability.
When the local Ohurch is ready for this type of
program, what is a possible plan of procedure?
First, the minister or education director should
present his plan to the official board of the Church,
discussing with them the need for and the value of such a
program. Then he may work ,rlththem or an educational
46
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committee in the development of a long range plan of pro-
cedure. Usually the beginning of something new needs to
start where the people are and move slowly, gradually de-
veloping into a more extensive program. Otherwise, opposi-
tion may arise. IIAbeginning can be made with a course for
young people; later a course for young parents; le.tera
school for parents. At the same time the pastor can begin
to give help to young couples before he marries them."l
After the Church board has given its sanction to
family education, some preliminary steps will need to be
taken before any definite program can be built. Following
...are Some suggestions:
1. List any activity of the Church that is in any way
related to family education. List also the names of
the leaders of these activities. From the first list
valuable information will be gained. It wi. 11 reveal
names of those most likely to be interested in such a
program; those most capable of leadership; the beliefs
of the Church group conoerning the needs in this field;
the percentage of the Church group inclined to attend
study courses etc.; some knowledge of the family life of
the Ohurch members; and any overlapping or duplication
lRoy A. Burkhart, IIEducation for Family Life in a
Church Fellowship, "What the American Famil Faces Jed. by
Lelahd Foster Wood and John W. Mullen Chicago: The Eugene
Hugh Publishers, Inc., 1943), pp. 104 f.
·This information was meant for parent education
alone, but haa been adapted by the writer to include family
education as a whole.
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of effort.
Z. Call a meeting of those persons who were found to be
interested. A chairman, secretary and findings committee
may be elected. The results of the survey made should
be discussed and evaluated by this group.
3. This group of interested persons is not the program-
making committee. It only provides helpful information
and contributes to the enthusiasm and interest.
4. The group may next meet with Church officials and
leaders for a series of discussions through which their
interest and cooperation may be secured.l
5. From this group of interested people choose a program-
planning committee. The officers and leaders should also
be a part of it. Plans may then be made and executed.
It may take several years to set up the proper
program, but during that time the Church can strive to take
care of urgent needs and support any project of outside
agencies which is designed to aid the home.
The following methods may be used by local congrega-
tions to reach the family and to provide for its spiritual
grovrth.
1. Some Churches may wish to work only through a
particular department or organization. For instance:
11-4 Of. Richard E. Lentz, Parent Education in the
Local Church, Series I, Book VI (St. Louis: Christian
Board of Publication, "n.d."), pp , 9 ff.
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A. The Home Department.
This originated in 1892 as a division of the
Church-school activities. Its aim is to encourage
family worship and Bible study; to reach education-
ally those unable to attend the Church school; to
provide courses of study for parents; and to win
members of the family to Christ.
The program of this department vnll include: En-
listment of members; provision for study groups;
and monthly visitation of all members at which time
lesson quarterlies and other religious literature is
distributed.
The superintendent will need to keep in close touoh
especiruly with the nursery and adult departments,
and oooperate with them in every way possible.l
2. Expressional Societies--Christian Endeavor or Christian
Youth Fellowship.
JUnior, Intermediate and Senior groups, may, through
their regular program, particular topics and special days,
have opportunities to consider Christianity and its
relation to their home life. Private devotions, family
worship, the practice of Christianity in the home, and
the outreach of the home into the community, nation and
lCf. James D. Murch, Christian Education and the
Local Church (Oincinnati: The Standard Publishing Co., 1943),
pp. 349 ff.
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world should receive particular attention.l
3. Special Seasons.
A. Christian Family Week.
This begins with the first Sunday in May and closes
with Mother's DaY on the following Sunday. During
this week the Church may concentrate its program on
the home. Special activities may be planned for the
Church and various others may be carried out by the
family. This is an appropriate time in which to
launch certain phases of a desired family program.
B. Mother 8' Day and Fathers' Day.
These two occasions furnish opportunities to give
emphasis to the importance of motherhood and father-
hood, and to the sacred relationship between parents
and Children. There would be an advantage in com-
bining these days, for there is a "oneness" in
parenthood to be considered. In instances where
only one parent is living, the emphasis would need
to be adapted accordingly.
O. Children's Day.
This day is usually observed with a demonstration
given by the children of the Bible school. It would
seem that, generally speaking, more ought to be
done with this occasion to emphasize parent and
lCf. The Board of Christian Education of the Presby-
terian Ohurch in the U. S. A., A Church Program for Promoting
Ohristian Family Life, Bulletin No. 11 (Philadelphia: The
Presbyterian Board of Ohristian Education, 1934), pp. 17 f.
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children responsibilities.
D. Family DaYe
If family week is not observed, a particular day
might be set aside for the family.
4. Ohristian Leaders Oooperating With Others in Establish-
ing Institutes of Family Relations.
Through this institute people have an opportunity
to talk over their problems with specialists.l
5. Group System for Promoting Family Life.
The congregation is organized into groups of
families. Each group meets annually at the home of one
of the members, the pastor meeting with each section.2
6. The Standard Home Plan.
Some denominational headquarters have a plan of
enrollment mlereby a home may register itself as 'a
Ohristian Home' by the adoption of suoh definite stand-
ards, as Family Worship, Religiou~ Study, Ohurch
Attendance, and Ohristian Ideals.
7. The Oooperation of Ohurch With the Publio Schools and
other Agencies.
If the schools and soclal agenoies are alert to
lOf. The Oommittee on Marriage and the Homee of the
Federal Oounoil of the Ohurohes of Christ in America, Build-
ing the Ohristian Family: A Program for the Ohurches (New
York: Committee on Marriage and the Homes of the Federal
Oouncil of the Ohurohes of Ohrist, "n.d."), p. 13.
ZCf. The Board of Ohristian Eduoation of the
Presbyterian Churoh in the U. S., Ope oit., p. 19.
3Hervin U. Roop, Homemaking (Grand Rapids: Wm. B.
Erdmans Publishing Co., 1941), p. 130.
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human needs and social improvements, the Church will do
well to work with them, uniting the effort rather than
dividing it_ Toledo, Ohio and Wichita, Kansas tried a
similar program and had excellent results.l
8. School of Family Living.
For several consecutive Sunday evenings the families
of the Church meet for a meal, social hour, and class
periods for each age. The evening is closed with a
worship service.2
9. Special Interest Groups.
Families who have some interest in common meet to
make a stUdy of it. The interest may be one concerning
child guidance.3
10. Elective Courses.
Any group or organization of the Church may wish to
deviate from regular courses and insert a few weeks of
elective studies.4
11. Adult School of Religion.
This is a good winter project covering a period of
lCf. Mrs. Clarence He Hamilton, "The Church and
Family Life," The Church and the Christian Family
(Indianapolis: Church Program Planning Committee, Disciples
of Chri st, IIn.d."), p , 27.
2Cf. Raymond R. Peters, A Guide to Christian Familx
Life (Elgin: Board of Christian Educa.tion,Church of the
Brethren, "n.d."), p , 20.
3Cf. Ibid., p. 21
4Cf. Board of Christian Education of the Presbyterian
Church in the U. S., OPe cit., p. 8.
,J
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about five or six: weeks, one night a week. Any subject
helpful to family religion may be chosen.l
12. Parent-Church-School-Teacher Association.
A. The Bible School is the connecting link between
home and Church, especially for growing children.
Yet, too often it does not project itself into the
home. If the work of the Bible school is to suc-
ceed, there must be cooperation between the parents
and the teachers •
. • • • need for bringing parents and Ohurch-
school teachers together for a continuing relation-
ship wherein their common responsibility can be
visualized, phases of the work can be delegated
and accepted, concrete tasks can be un&ertaken and
resources pooled with problems shared.N
This calls for more than an annual or 6emi~anntt'al
conference. The Association should meet at least
once a month.
B. Home visi tation by teachers is important to the
parent-teacher rela.tionship whether a part of the
p. T. A. program or whether aside from it. Through
a mutual acquaintance such attitudes as prejudice,
ignorance, and indifference may be done away. When
the parents realize that the teacher hae an interest
in their child, they will respond with better cooper-
atlon.
10f. ~., p. 18.
2Wesner Fallow, The Modern Parent and the Teaching
Church (New York: The MacMillan Co., 1946), p. 110.
O. The teacher may help the parents and thereby
encourage cooperation by sending home with the
child homework to be shared viith the family.
Parents may be encouraged to read with child books
which deal with the particular lesson being studied
in the Ohurch school.
13. Parent Education.
A. Homemakers' Class.
This may consist of young married couples or it
may be a special class held for brides and grooms.l
B. Special courses--annual short courses.
C. Mothers t Club.
D. Parents' Class.
This may include any parents who feel that they
need to knoVl more about modern education and child
guidance. The material for discussion comes from
a problem presented rather than from subject-matter.a
14. Discussion Groups for Parents and Older Ohildren.
This group may meet with the pastor as its advisor.
Parent-child problems could be discussed and an
attempt made to solve them.
lCf. The Committee on Marriage and the Homos of the
Federal Oouncil of the Churches of Christ in America, Build-
ing the Christian Family: A Program for the Churches (New
York: Committee on Marriage and the Homes of the Federal
Council of the Churches of Christ, "n.d."), p. 7.
aCf• Fallow, ov. cit., p. 71.
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15. Special Training Cle.sses for Unmarried Young People.
It would be wise to educate young people for parent-
hood before they marry. Doctcrs and lawyers are trained
before they are in the midst of their responsibilities.1
16. Home Visitation.
A. By the Pastor.
Visitation is ordinarily used in the interest of
tying members to the Ohurch, and to give help to
individuals. This objective could be rea.lized and
more too if the call had a definite interest in the
home as such. An interest shovrn.in Johnny or the
leaving of a helpful book or pamphlet would prove
valuable.2
B. By Members of the Church.
The visit of one parent to another or one child to
another reveals Christian friendliness and love, and
stimulates interest in Christ and His Church.
C. Family Visitation Day.
A particular Sunday is chosen for a "good-will"
visit. All of the Churches in the community unite
to organize for visitation of every home.3
lOf. Nevin C. Harner, The Educational Work of the
Church (New York: Abingdon Cokesbury Press, 1939), pp , 236 f.
2Ibid., p , 231
3Cf. The Board of Christian Education of the
Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A., Ope cit., p. 19.
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17~ Ohurch Attendance Oampaign.
This consists of a series of reviva.l meetings when
families are urged to come~l
18. Oottage Prayer Meeting.
A home is opened to which families of Ohurch and
community are invited.2
19. Family Night At the Church.
Ohurches which observe this night usually meet weekly
or monthly. The usual mid-week prayer service can be
combined with thi~l activity. It may consist of a meal,
followed by a program or Bible study. Other activities,
if desired, may be included also.
20. Family Worship Day in the Ohurch.
A periodic family worship service is inspira.tional.
Olasses are dismissed and the whole family meets and
sits together during the worship.3
21. Pastoral Oounseling~
A. Those about to become engaged.
B. Those about to be married.
O. The guiding of gro\nng relationships after marriage.
D. The aiding of unstable and broken marriages. 4
If the minister is able to guide the attitudes and
motives of these couples, he can contribute much to the
upbuilding of a Ohristian home and society.
10f. Ibid. 20f. Ibid. 30f. Fallow, OPe cit., p , 74.
40f. Regina Westcott Wiema.n, The Modern Family and
the Ohurch (3rd. ed,, New York: Harper and Bro., 1938),
pp. 180-186.
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The Church should be the place where people go for
guidance and consolation; not only in marriage but in all
problems of life. Other needs are: At time of crisis--
sickness, death, juvenile delinquency in a home, 10S8 of
property, and other troubles.l
22. Pulpit Preaching.
Indirect and forceful teaching which extends over a
number of years is the most effective. There are various
occasions when special sermons may be delivered; for
instance:
A. Those married in past year.
B. Mothers' Day, Fathers' Day and Children's Day.
C. Special addresses to men only, and specia.laddresses
to women only.
D. Family Day.2
23. Birth of a Child8
"Parents are peculiarly receptive to religious sug-
gestions at the time of the birth of a child. A new
sense of responsibility pervades the union.,,3 Literature
should be made available for the parents use. This is
also a strategiC time to encourage the parents to
become Christians. \thenthe pastor calls on the new
lCf. The Board of Christian Education of the
Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A., ODe cit., pp. 20 f.
2Cf. ~., pp. 23 f. 3~., p , 22.
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baby he might arrange for a "baby-parent dedica.tion"
service to be held in the home. The Cradle Roll depart-
ment of the Church school which endeavors to reach into
the home and to build the Church school, should be ready
to enroll the new baby immediately ~
24. Specific Activity Plan for Promoting Family Religion.
Mimeographed cards are prepared with simple directions
for carrying out specific activities in the home. Listed
are: the use of Sundays, grace , bedtime prayers, fa.mily
altar etc. These cards are taken to the home by the
pastor or another visitor, and the family is free to
accept or reject the card. If it accepts, it may choose
anyone of the specific activities. When it feels it has
incorporated into its life this activity it may choose
another one on which to work. The Church offers guidance
and help.l
25. Uniting With the Church.
Adults who are just coming into the Church may be
encouraged to organize their homes on a Christian basis.
Aid may be given the home in order that the new Church
member in it will have the proper atmosphere for his
Christian growth. Also, the new Christian may be en-
listed in Church Activities.2
26. "Open House" for Parents.
This is not for the exhibition of children's
lCf. Ibid., p. 20 2Cf. Ibid., pp. 22 f.
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handwork etc., but a display of family hobbies, family
workship, discussion of books, of worship and various
other things.l
27. Family Bulletin Board or Church Paper.
Either one of these could become effective ways in
which to make known many items of interest to families.
For example; community projects and books added to the
family book shelf.2
28. Provision of Good Literature.
A. Build a Church library in which there are books
and other types of literature especially for family
use. If there is no library, a parente' book shelf
may be arranged.
B. Make available for the home magazinos, printed
helps and any other literature which will promote
Christian education in the family. Attention may
be called to special articles in magazines and
newspapers.
29. The Use of stereopticon Slides and Film Strips for the
Interpretation of Home Religion.
This is a very effective way of teaching for the
eye-gate retains that which enters it much longer than
does the ear-gate. It furnishes an enjoyable experience
and people will more readily respond to such a plan.
lCf. Mrs. Clarence Hamilton, Ope Cit., p. 6.--
,.....----------_.-------
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30. Oontest--An essay on Ohristian Education in the Family
or some phase thereof.
This contest may be sponsored among the Ohurch
families. Those who enter it will profit through their
reading. The 'Ohurch should aid the contestant through
the provision of books and other materials.
31. A Service of Recognition of Parent Leadership.
This could be a public service in which the most
outstanding Ohristian parents or family is given
recognition. It bears careful handling and might best
be done through an advertized surveyor contest.l
32. The Use of Press, Radio and Drama.
"It pays to advertize" is a good slogan for the
Ohurch also.
The drama is an excellent method for the presentation
of family life.
The local Ohurch must also attempt to aid the family
by prOjecting its influence into the home by way of suggest-
ing methods of Ohristian education which the family itself
can administer within the home circle. Some suggestions are:
Oottage prayer meeting, the sacred observance of special
seasons, IIfamily at home" night, the use of good literature,
family counseling, the dedication of a new home, the use of
phonograph records of sacred songs and stories, family Bible
lOf. Nathaniel F. Forsyth, Planning the Ohurch
Program of Home Religion (Nashville: The Methodist
Publishing House, 1941), p. 17.
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study and family woram.p .
The following chapter will discuss these suggestions
showing how they may be used in the home to further the
Christian education of the family.
l
OHAPTER VII
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION AT WORK
IN THE HOME
All of the plans and efforts of the Church in bebalf
of Cbristian education in the family will be for naught if
the family refuses to cooperate or to apply the principles
taught. On the other hand, if a family truly desires to be
Christian, one will find in that home a definite effort
being made, both directly and indirectly, to build a Way of
Life like unto that which Jesus came to bring.
There are two ways in which Christ and Christian
principles can be incorporated into the lives of the individ-
ual members of the family: (1) through teaching or training,
(2) through Christian atmosphere.
First, what are some of the methods to be used in
teaching? They are:
1. Cottage Prayer Meetings.
This was mentioned previously as a method planned
and executed by the Church. However, the family may
take the iniative and do the same, inviting in families
of friends or relatives much as they would do if it were
a social gathering.
62
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2. Special Seasons.
A. Family Week.
During this week particular emphasis may be
given to family Bible study, family worship,
family recreation, and family cooperation.
B. Thanksgiving, C~ristmas, Easter and other days
should be given a sacred emphasis. T~anksgiving
and Christmas have long been thought of as "horne"
seasons.
3. "Family at Home" Night.
This idea was originally planned by a preacher who
asked his Church families to set aside a particular
Monday night for an evening of fun climaxed with a
worship service. A regular observance of this night
would be profitable for it would help to hold the
frunily together and be a means of keeping the younger
members off the streets or from questionable places.l
4. Home Dedication.
The dedication of the home would help its members
to realize its importance and sacredness, and to inspire
them to do all in their power to make Christ their
supreme authority. The service may be held in the
presence of the immediate family only or ~ may be
IOf. The Committee on Marriage and the Homes of the
Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America,
Building the Christian Family: A Program for the Churches
(New York: Committee on Marriage and the Homes of the
Federal Council of the Churches of Christ, "n.d."), p. 8.
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shared with friends.
5. Hospitality to Visiting Preachers and Missionaries.
It is possible to gain much knowledge and inspira-
tion from folk like these. As one minister said:
I can recall the influence such people exerted
on my own life. Our home was always open to any
missionary who visited our Church. I can not re-
member the names of these people, but I do remember
how fascinated I was by them and the stories they
told of far-off places.l
6. The Use of Phonograph Records, of Sacred Songs and
Stories.
Such records as the series "Sleepy Time Songs" have
a religious interpretation and would be helpful to the
children. The "Bible Speaksll is a record for the whole
family.2
7. Homework from the Church School.
Conscientious parents can aid their child and the
Church school also if they will see that little Johnny
studies his homework. This they would do if it were
his school work or Scout work. The parents too vall
learn from these lessons.
8. Family Counseling.
This plan was used by one family and proved to be
very helpful. They met regularly once a week, although
an emergency meeting could be called at any time. In
lHarrison, "Christian Work at Home and Abroad,1I
Front Rank (St. Louis: Christian Board of Publication,
Dec. 21, 1947), p. 3.
2Cf. Mrs. Clarence Hamilton, Ope cit., p. 7.
the beginning it met to solve the problem of conduct
and matters of discipline. Later it grew to include
other issues--family projects, finances, policies,
stewardship and IIgripes." It also became a time when
future plans were made. Home became a cooperative
enterprise in which each member had a voice.l
9. Family Conversation.
Periods of conversation can be used to a good ad-
vantage. Table talk may be directed toward a family
discussion of missions, the Bible, the Church and other
topics.2
10. The Use of Good Literature.
A. Magazines and Periodicals.
Every Christian home should subscribe to or have
possession of the Church periodicals and other Church-
school papers.
B. Books.
A good library is of great worth. In it should be
several translations of the Bible, a children's story
of the Bible, a Bible dictionary, concordance, and
resource books. There ought to be books on worship
how to study the Bible, missions and missionary
heroes, and other religious topics. Books on court-
ship and marriage, those dealing with parental
lCf. McMains, OP. c1t ., pp , 3 f.
2Cf. The Board of Education of the Methodi st
Episcopal Church, Family Religion (Chicago: The Methodist
Board, "n.d."), p , 11.
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problems and solutions, and those concerning the
child are important. No library would be complete
unless it also contained good fiction, biographies
of great men, poetry, classics and a set of
encyclopaedias.
11. The Use of Music.
Good music has power to lift life and bad music
is most demoralizing. No force will create a reli-
gious atmosphere faster than an hour of sacred song,
and no factor will dissipate it surer than an eve-
ning of jazz. Ragtime music begets ragtime char-
acter. Sacred hymns and songs with lifting power
are a mighty evangelizing factor.
Tender memories and spiritual growth will point to those
happy days when the family gathered around the piano for
a hymn sing.
12. The Story Hour.
This may be observed in homes where there are young
children. The Master knew the value of the story and
used it often in His teaching. "The story in the home
may play a large part in making evangelism the normal
process of child life."2 While Bible stories should be
used other types of children's stories are also permis-
sible. Especially those which are denigned to build
character. During this period, religious subjects may
be discussed and childish questions anewe red ,
13. The Value of Play.
The father and mother who take time out of a busy
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day to play viith their children are adding another stE3P-
ping stone to Christian living. "The father who plays
wi.t h h.ia son will have a son who will pray with his
father. III
14. Family Bible Study.
Evel.'yScripture inspired of God is also profi t-
able for teaching, for reproof, for correction, for
instruction which is in righteousness; that the
man of God may b~ complete, furnished completely unto
eve ry good work.
The family will not neglect to eat regularly the
food which keeps the body alive, yet it often expects
to mainta.in ito Ohri.stian life by refusing to study
that which is the very source of spiritual Bread. Too
often it is satisfied to only "piece" now and then, or
to nibble a few choice" crumbs'.'! A systematic study of the
Word once or twice a week by the family, and a daily
study by the individual members would prove very helpful.
15. Family Worship.
The strongest bond of social cohesion in the
world is the bond of common worship. When families
join together in the worship of God the individual
members have a keener realization of God's presence
and the bonds of the family unity are made deeper
and stronger and richer.3
A few generations ago family worship was more commonly
practiced by professed Ohristians than it is today. For
2rr Tim. 3:16, 17.
3The Federal Oouncil of the Churches of Christ in
America, The Chri stian Family, folder (New York: Federal
Council of Ohurches, "n.d.")
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the sake of family unity and a realization of the
presence of God, this practice needs to be revived.
The neglect of it has been attributed to various
difficulties; such as, lack of a suitable time when the
whole family can be together; lack of materials; ignor-
ance concerning the planning and conducting of such a
service; and the feeling that they, the parents, do not
understand the Bible and lack in ability to teach it.
These difficulties are all very real, but each can be
overcome to a great extent. "The only real problem
standing in the way of making family worship significant
in our homes is the lack of conviction, courage, and
determination on the part of the parents.l
Worship should be a normal part of the Christian
family's life. Its regularity, frequency, simplicity and
informality will have the tendency to make it so.
For the home the more informal type of Vlorship is the
most suitable. Occasionally, it may be necessary and
helpful to combine the formal ruldthe informal.
In former days the parents planned and conducted the
family altar. The content was suitable only for adults.
Today it is recognized that each member of the family
should have a part, in various ways, adapting it according
lBlanche Secor Longman, Some First Stens in Family
Worship (Indianapolis: The Division of Christian Education,
the United Christian Missionary SOCiety, "n.d."), p. 3.
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to age and abi.lity. Young people who plan the worship
for their youth groups can also do it at home. Children
can and will plan, and any desire to do so should be
encouraged, This type of sharing in the family devotions
will provide a spirit of fellowship and a sense of un:i.ty
both with one another and \rlth God.
The content should, as much as possible, be wi thin
the understanding of each member. However, the older
ones should avoid "talking dovm" to the younger ones.
Activities may include various combinations of the fol-
lowing: Scripture, informal talk on a Bible text, a
Bible story, a religious poem, a song and prayer. It is
best to vary the program to avoid a monotonous routine.
No doubt the most suitable time to be found for
worship is at mealtime. At this hour there is opportunity
for at least a few minutes of thanksgiving (Grace) a verse
or so of Scripture, and perhaps a song.
IIReligion is caught as well as taught."I Direct home
training is not enough. In fact, it is nearly in vain unless
it is undergirded by a Christian atmosphere. As someone has
said; "Children breathe the social atmosphere of the home just
as they do its oxygen.1I2
lThe Board of Education of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, Ope cit., p. 18.
2percy R. and Myrtle H. Hayward, Achieving a
Christian Home Today (Nashville: Cokesbury Press, 1935)
p , 24.
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How is this Ohristian atmosphere to be built? The
building material is in the hands of the parents. If they
have faith in God and if Ohrist is their daily companion,
they will endeavor to set the example in daily living.
"A rich mine owner was asked to account for the beautiful
religious atmosphere in his home. He replied, 'when our
home was instituted we took God into partnership in every-
thlng'll•l
A gardener would be foolish to plant a garden with
rare and precious seeds and then forget about it. Par-
ents are equally foolish to give of their life and energy
to bring a new life into being and then do nothing about
the environment in which that child develops, the food
on which he feeds his mind, or the habits that he forms.2
When a stranger enters a home he will shortly be
able to tell just what type it is. No doubt he ~~ll think
of it as having either a "soc1al," "intellectual," "worldly,""
or a "religious" atmosphere. This deduction will be guided
mainly by the pictures on the wall; the books on the shelves;
the music on the piano; and by the conversation, conduct and
purposes of the family.
Some of the pictures in a Ohristian home \rlllbe of
a religious nature. It is a good idea to have at least one
of this type in every room. Other kinds should portray beauty,
meaning and high idealism. Under no circumstances should
there be anything suggestive or unclean.
lThe Board of Education of the Methodist Episcopal
Ohurch, Ope cit., p. 18.
2Harry O. Munro, Parents are Teachers, (New York.:
Abingdon-Ookesbury Press, 1940), p. 17.
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Books, to be really profitable, must be used by the
family. Yet, the presence of good-titled books and other
reading materials add to the general atmosphere of the home.
The same may also be said of music. Also, an atmosphere
which is cluttered with the sound of cheap music is not so
conducive to Christian growth.
The family conversation must always be kept on a
high level. Gossip, swearing, slang, unfair criticism,
nagging, anger and the like are disturbing and harmful.
Although Christianity need not always be under discussion,
it is necessary to include it often in conversations. \Vben
other subjects are used they should be regulated by Christian
ideals.
The saying "What you are speaks so Loud I can't hear
what you say," is another way of saying that conduct is more
convincing than words. The Apostle John said, liMylittle
children, let us not love in word, neither with the tongue;
but in deed and truth."l Picture the atmosphere of the home
when members of the family treat each other with patience
and kindness; when truthfulness, respect, unselfishness and
helpfulness prevail; when parents are one in love and team-
work, and when the children are obedient to them.
The physical appearance of the home is also an
important factor. Cleanliness, order, and quiet and harmoni-
ous colors lend their influence.
II John 3:18.
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Atmosphere, "the total life of the home, its words,
its moods, its chance reflections of inner attitude, its
nameless and unremembered acts • . . ."1 is always present,
but those who breathe it are not and they will be moving
on, passing through only once. How extremely important
then that this atmosphere be truly Christian.
II . . . • everything that exalts religion ought to
be practiced in the home."2 The home of Jesus serves as the
supreme illustration of this. There He was taught the Word
of God, and there He lived in a Godly atmosphere. The spirit
of worship, reverence and humility are revealed in Mary's
statement known as the "Magnificat." Joseph also loved the
Lord and respected His law. In this home Jesus Christ de-
veloped in life, and of Him it is said, "And Jesus advanced
in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and man."3
lpercy R. and Myrtle H. Hayward, Ope cit., p. 37.
2George N. Luccock, The Horne God Meant (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 1922), p , 89.
3Luke 2:52.
CHAPTER VIII
PRESENT EFFORTS OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST
TO PROMOTE CHRISTIAN FAMILY LIFE
In previous chapters Christian education in the
family as it is promoted by the Church was discussed. Sug-
gestions were given as to what could be done to teach tho
parents, and to encourage them and the fa~ily to make their
homes Christian. As is often the case such ideas and plans
sound good on paper but to work them out in a life situation
is another thing.
This chapter is for the purpose of showing whether
or not the need for family education is realized, and whether
or not any of these methods, or possibly others, are being
used by the local undenominational Churches of Christ in
America. Also, if the Churches do have such a program, what
are the results.
Brotherhood publishing houses and agenCies have
their share in this work. They provide plans and suggestions
for use by the local Church and these also are to be given
consideration.
First, what of the local Church? Does it realize
the need for family education, and, if so, what is it doing
to fulfill that need? From a recent survey of Churches
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chosen at random over the United States, the following
facts were disclosed:
Forty-five Churches responded, the smallest having
a membership of an estimated 45, and the largest, 6,262. Of
the 45, approximately 35 per cent reported what might be con-
sidered some definite effort toward family education; 35 per
cent are engaged in a less specific effort, a portion of
which is conducted through the ordinary working channels of
the Church; and the other 29 per cent seemed to be giving
very little attention, if any, to the family as such.
One of the questions asked of the ministers serving
these Churches was: "What is your own personal attitude
toward the importance of such an educational program?" Most
of those who answered the query felt that it was very im-
portant. However, a few were somewhat skeptical as to the
practicality of it.
Following, are some of the answers which were given:
1. "It is most important. There is no more important
service the Church can render because the home is basic
in our society.l
2. "It is basic to the restoration of a strong Church
and to solving the delinquency of modern society."2
lStatement by A. C. Brooks, questionaire, Minister
of Third Ohristian Ohurch, Indianapolis, Indiana, 1948.
2Statement by Newton R. Brunton, qUestionaire,
Minister of Ohurch of Ohrist, Arlington, S. Dak., 1948.
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3. "Such an educational program will build the homes
necessary to the building of a Christian social order
or the growth of the Kingdom .,,1
4. "I believe that it is of utmost importance. If
anything, the lack of it is a major we~~ness of the
Brotherhood.1t2
5. "I feel it is the most important thing we can do as
a Church.,,3
B. "Simply a part of preaching New Testament Chris-
tianity.,,4
7. IJ Very important t. too long neglected."5
8. "A must."S
The objectives listed by various ministers were
varied, but interesting and vital. They were as follows:
1. To glorify the family as such.
2. To cause the whole family to be conscious of the
Church.
lStatement by H. C. Bever, questionaire, Ministerof Church of Christ, Buhl, Idaho, 1948.
2Statement by Ronald Keeler, questionaire, Minister
of Church of Ohrist, Nevis, Minn., 1948.
3Statement by Tom Toler, questionaire, Minister ofChristian Church, Kansas City, Mo., 1948.
4Statement by Kenneth Beckman, quest aonaa re, Minister
of Church of Christ, Gering, Hebr,, 1948.
5Statement by Kermit Traylor, qr est Lonadre, Minister
of West Fourth Ave. Church of Christ, Columbus, Ohio, 1948.
BStatement by Francis J~ Smythe, questionaire,
Minister of the Edgewood Christian Church, Jacksonville, Fla.,1948.
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3. To win every responsible member of the family to
Christ, and to have him attending worship.
4. To enlist at least one member of the family for a
specific work in the Church.
5. To encourage every Christian to be an evangelist.
6. To encourage every family to strive to build better
Christian homes, a stronger Church, and a better com-
munity.
7. To correlate Church worship and Christian living by
v'layof the IIhome in the Church" and the IIChurch in the
home. "
8. To obtain cooperation between the parents and the
Church school.
9. To awaken par8nts to their responsibility in regard
to teaching the Bible and-Christian living to their
children.
10. To show the parents the value of family worship and
family fellowship~
'Illi th these aims in mind the next question was: What
methods and materials are being used in order to attain these
goals? The questionaires revealed the following plans:
1. Home Visitation.
This is a method which may be used to win each
member of the family to Christ or to enlist him in the
family-centered program. This work is in the hands
of the Church members. Some of them are taking to
the home material from "The Crusade for a Christian
'7'1
V/orld.!! One Church sends a "doctrinal visitor" who
goes to the horne after a baptism or transfer of a new
Church family and gives to them the book Studies fol.'
New Con1Terts by Price Roberts. She explains its purpose
and then returns later to review it and oheck on further
assist ance . Another type is IIThe Memb ership COI:.serva-
tion Plan." One perBon is given four names for which
he is responsible.
2. Through the Pulpit (uermonc) and Bible Sohool (teaching) 0
A continual preaching and teaching progra.m suggest-
ing opportunities for family participation. One preacher
felt that straight preaching and the thorough conversion
of folk was the only program necessary.
3. Emphasize Christian Educa.tion of Farm Li.ee Through Classes
and Other Groups.
These may consist of Adult Classes, (also train for
future home life in Young Adult Classes), Young Married
Couples Class, Women's Council, Homebuilders' Class,
Christian Endeavor, the Family and Fireside Service
each week, Mothers' Club, Cradle Roll, Church Library,
Leadership Training Courses, and Vacation Bible School.
4. The Placing of Christian Literature in the Home by the
Church.
Weekly local Church papers and Brotherhood period-
iC8.1s were suggested. The Christian Home Life is used
by some.
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5. Pastoral Counseling.
6. Parent-teachers' fellowship.
7. For Home Guidance of children.
For the children the use of suggestions in Bethany
home material. This material includes helps for parents ..
8. Seasonal Emphasis.
This included Bible reading, mission study and
Christian Family Week in May. Pamphlets and booklets
VIith family' worship services are given out.
9.. Emphasize Personal Home Study and Wor8hip.
Daily Bible reading and prayert grace at meals, re-
ligious pictures, a "quiet place," radio sermons and
sacred musiC, and hospitality to visiting ministers and
missionaries were suggested by some. Hearthstone and
Upper ~ were given as added devotional material.
It is interesting to note the results of these plans
which have been formula.ted and put into practice. They are
both encouraging and discouraging. Some of the general
answers given were: "Average, but growing interest;"
"Fair to good cooperation; II II Increasingly so; 11 "yes" and
"no." Although some ministers found it difficult or im-
possible to determine results, others were able to give
some definite effects. They were:
1. In one Churoh of 1,551 members, 300 families were
developing in family life and interest in the Church.
Another congregation of 1,524 members reports about 200
daily Bible readers, and 200 homes which are using the
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devotional booklets. A third Church of 340 members
has 75 pe rcerrtof its membership using Hearthstone.
2. The Fa!nily and Fireside Service has had its in-
fluence in one Church which for six years had had no
mi dweek service. NoV! it has the largest one in the
city.
3. One Church sees the effect in the increase of books
sold every month. Some are sold nearly every Sunday.
4. Some folk who are not members of the Church are now
more concerned about their children.
5. The men in the home are more interested.
6e There is spiritual growth in the lives of young
home-builders.
7. The parents in one Church are more responsive to
short seasonal programs than to other types.
8. A growbh in spiritual life, interest in Church
affairs, and in financial support of the Church.
9. More of an effort made in the home to read the
Bible, say grace, and to tea.chchildren bedtime pra.yers.
10. Parents feel the need for instruction and guidance
in order to teach religion in the home. They appreciate
helpful material.
The questionaire asked for particular incidents or
a.ctivities illustrating family religion which had actually
taken place on that field. One minister reports:
The other night my vnfe and I were paying a social
visit to a family in our Church who had two small
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children. When the time came for the children to go to
bed the parents excused themselves and Vlentinto the
room with the children and they had prayer together
before retiring.l
Another reported:
My wife teaches a class of Third Year PrimarieR.
She has used workbooks to create more interest and regu-
lar attendance. One boy, having a chance to take a trip
with his father~ investigated to see if he could attend
Sunday School while away, and before leaving home made
his mother promise to attend while he was away. She didi3
A third pastor states:
One of our families makes it the practice to talkabout religious matters at the Sunday morning breakfast
table. The parents use Hearthstone or some other mater-
ial for guidance. They tell us that it i~ an enriching
experience and prepares them for the day.
A fourth incident was:
One parent, seeing the interest the Ohurch was taking
in his children and in hts home, started attending Ohurch
and was finally received into membership, becoming a tith-
er and a very effective Ohristian.4
From the preceding facts one will notice that an
effort is being ma.deby some ministers and Ohurches to pro-
mote Ohristian education in the family. Yet, according to
the percentage and to the facts given in the questionaires,
they have not, in general, given family education its
rightful place in the total program of the local Ohurch.
Secondly, what are Brotherhood publishing houses and
lStatement by Grady Buyton, qlestionaire, Minister
of the Ohestnut Ave. Ohristian Ohurch, Fort Worth, Texas,
1948.
2H. O. Bever, OD. cit. 3Tom Toler, OPe cit.
4Kermit Traylor, Ope cit.
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agencies dOing to help the minister prcmote Christian family
life?
In reply to a questionaire sent to the Standard
Publishing Company, this answer Viasgiven.
We here at Standard Publishing Company, along with
many others, try to provide Christian Education in the
Home and also to encourage all Churches to have both
the Nursery and Home departments.l
Received from the Company were samples of some of
these aids. They were:
1. Christian Home Life Magazine.
This is a magazine designed especially for the
Christian family. It is full of interesting and helpful
articles, contains home-like fiction, stories and hand-
work for children, and poems and material for daily wor-
ship ..
2. Christian Home Crusade Packet.
This packet contained folders and reprints which gave
a suggested program for "Cradle Roll Day," instructions
on how to plan for a "Christian Home-building Campaign;"
instructions for "Church Visitation day;" methods to be
employed by the Church for home education; and an article
on "Your Home Tells What You Are."
3.. A 1948 General Catalog.
In it are to be found lists of books, story leaflets,
pictures etc. which can be used in the home and for home
lStatement by Guy P. Leavitt, questionaire, The
Standard Publishing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1948.
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education.
From the Ohristian Board of Publication the answer
was also in the affirmative. This House provides help for
the minist-er and magazine readers in this way:
1. Suggestions through articles in publications.
2. Provision of special courses on the Ohristian education
of the family.
3. Books and pamphlets.
At the present time the United Ohristian MiEsionary
Society is sponsoring a four year program called "A Orusade
for a Ohristian World." One of the divisions of this Oru-
sade deals with the home. Through the cooperating Ohurches
500,000 homes (every home in each Ohurch) are hoped to be
reached by Ohristian teaching. The Society also has a con-
tinuous program in which it offers aids and suggestions for
promoting family education. Included in the material re-
ceived from it was:
1. The Tupper Packet--ten folders on ten important phases
of Ohristian life.
2. A devotional booklet for Homemakers.
3. In cooperation with the Ohristian Board of Publication
books and pamphlets are made available--a reading list
of these.
4. A booklet--Your Ohild Grows Toward God, oompiled by
Pearl ROBser.
This survey also reveals that those who head pub-
lishing houses and other organizations are aware of the
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importance of the Christian home. There may be a question
as to whether or not they are doing all that they should
to set up a suggested procedure, but, at least, they are
attempting to furnish the Church vrithneeded material.
Perhaps, if a total picture of the Churches of
Christ could be displayed, rather than just the few con-
gregations contacted by the survey, the outlook would be
more encouraging. Then, again, it might be otherwise. As
it stands, it would seem that the Brotherhood needs to
awaken and direct more of its attention to the Christiani-
zation of the family.
CONCLUSION
Through the study just made, the writer is·thor-
oughly convinced that Christian education in the family is
of supreme importance, and that such a program, promoted and
encouraged by the Church, and practiced in the home, will be
the quickest and surest means whereby the evangelization of
the world may be brought about.
This conviction was reached as the study brought
to the realization these outstanding facts:
1. Society is founded upon the family unit, therefore,
making the family the basic institution.
2. History reveals the important place which religion
has held in its relationship to the family, not only in
precept and practice, but also in consequences.
3. Spiritual growth must be nourished in the home for
in early childhood more time is spent and more influence
is felt in the home than in any other place.
4. The Bible, historically and doctrinely, advocates
teaching the family the will of God.
5. The Christian family and the Christian Church are
interrelated, having a common cause and mission and ~
need for each other.
6. KnOWledge of the numerous methods for family
Christian education used by the home and Church, and
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the possibilities each have toward promoting Christian
f ann.L y life.
7. A survey of existing congregations of Churches of
Christ shoVithat some effort is being made toward family
education, but that, in reality, although many ministers
see the value of such a program, very little is really
being done in regard to it.
8. A survey of Brotherhood publishing houses and
agencies also reveals the realization of the value of
this type of education, and that they are furnishing
suggestions and materials for its promotion.
As a Christian leader, the writer feels that this
paper will not be complete unless the application of the
thesis is made to the problem which confronts the Churches
of Christ.
The Restoration Movement had a forceful beginning
and still holds a unique place in the building of the Kingdom
of GOd. It grew and developed out of the desire of Christian
men to use the Bible and the Bible only as the supreme au-
thority. Eventually, its teachings centered around three
main themes: (1) The authority of the Scriptures, (2) The
New Testament plan for salvation, (3) The Unity of the Church.
The Great Commission of Hatthew 28:19-20 was the Signal for
action. They were to Ig'C)," "preach" "make discinles II, .,
"baptize," and "teach."1
IMatt. 28:19-20.
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Many have labored strenuously to reach the multitudes
with this plea, yet these truths have made only a dent in the
religious world. Why is this? Can it be that the wrong
approach has been used?
It would seem that at least two errors have been made:
(1) The ignorance of the teachings of the Scripture, of his-
tory, and of sociology concerning the importance of the family,
(2) The failure to obey the command to IIteach."
Assuming this to be true, how has this stunted the
progress of the Churches of Christ, and what may be done to
remedy the present situation? The ignorance concerning the
family has prevented the ministers and Churches from reali-
zing that a family-centered program would be the quickest and
;;urestway to root and spread the doctrines of the New
Testament. The failure to "teach" the new Christian II all
things commanded" has left out many of the doctrines impol'';'
tant to Christian living. Too much time has been spent on the
IIpreaching" and IIbaptizing" in comparison to the "teaching."
The Churches of Christ have shown no more progress in Chris-
tian living than have their denominational friends.
The suggested remedy is this: The education of
ministers to the family-centered program through the Bible
colleges and through literature; the education of Church
members to this same idea through literature, conversation,
conferences etc.: and the development and launching of such
a program. When the program is in action it must not fail
to be a "teaching" one. This necessity must also be under-
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stood by the ministers and the Ohurches. The "Plea" must be
taught in all of its fullness, not just in part; namely,
the authority of the Scriptures, the five steps necessary
in becoming a Ohristian, and Ohristian Unity. The abundant
Life must also be shown the family and rooted and grounded
therein. When the whole "Plea" is taught society will
become basically Ohristian. Then will the immorality, ig-
norance, religious indifference, lack of brotherhood, be
blotted out. Then will be realized Paul's plea, IIHave this
mind in you, which was also in Christ Jesus.III
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